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DDM Rotordynamic Design Sensitivity Analysis of an APU 
Turbogenerator Having a Spline Shaft Connection 

An Sung Lee* 
Rotor Dynamics Group, Korea Institute of  Machinery and Materials, Daejeon 305-600, Korea 

Jin Woong Ha 
R&D Dept., Century Co., Asansi, Chungnam 336-842, Korea 

An eigenvalue design sensitivity formulation of  a general nonsymmetric-matrix rotor-bear ing 

system is devised, using the DDM (direct differential method). Then, investigations on the 

design sensitivities of critical speeds are carried out for an APU turbogenerator with a spline 

shaft connection. Results show that the dependence of the rate of change of  the critical speed on 

the stiffness changes of bearing models of spline shaft connection points is negligible, and 

thereby their modeling uncertainty does not present any problem. And the passing critical speeds 

up to the 4th critical speed are not sensitive to the design stiffness coefficients of four main 

bearings. Further, the dependence of the rate of change of the critical speed on the shaft-element 

length changes shows quantitatively that the spline shaft has some limited influence on the 4th 

critical speed but no influence on the 1st to 3rd critical speeds. With no adverse effect from the 

spline shaft, the APU system achieves a critical speed separation margin of  more than 40% at 

a rated speed of  60,000 rpm. 

Key W o r d s : D D M  Design Sensitivity, Spline Shaft Connection, FE Rotordynamics, Critical 

Speed Change Rate, Mode Shape 

I. In troduct ion  

A spline shaft connection may be utilized as the 

means of power transmission between two rota- 

ting systems in small and medium-sized gas 

turbines that are compact, light weight, and have 

high power. An ideally designed spline shaft 

should simply perform only a function of  power 

transmission without incurring any adverse effects 

on the lateral dynamics of connected systems over 

the entre range of operating speeds. Before con- 

necting two rotating systems with a spline shaft, 

it is quite important to analyze the dynamic char- 
acteristics of associated rotor-bearing systems 
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before and after the connection, and to minimize 

any adverse effects of spline shaft or to have them 

within allowable limits through a detailed design 

process. 

To obtain more accurate and favorable dyna- 

mic designs of mechanical systems, a design sen- 

sitivity analysis is getting more attention in these 

days. A dynamic design sensitivity analysis aims 

to investigate the rates of change of  system dyna- 

mic responses with respect to the design variables 

and thereby to provide systematic information on 

the dependence of the dynamic characteristics of 

the system on the design variables. 

For  general structures, Wittrick (1962) and 

Fox and Kapoor  (1968) performed eigenvalue 

design sensitivity analyses for systems having 

symmetric system matrices and Plaut and Huseyin 
(1973) dealt with systems having nonsymmetric 

system matrices. And Murthy and Haftka (1988) 

carried out an eigenvalue sensitivity analysis with 
a general complex system matrix, using the DDM 
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(direct differential method). For rotor-bearing 
systems, Lund (1980) proposed an analysis 
scheme for determining critical speed sensitivities 
to design variable changes based on the TM 
(transfer matrix) formulation, and Rajan et al. 
(1986) performed eigenvalue design sensitivity 
analyses, using the AVM (adjoint variable meth- 
od) based on the FE (finite element) formula- 
tion. 

In this study, an eigenvalue design sensitivity 
formulation of a general nonsymmetric-matrix 
rotor-bearing system is devised, using the DDM 
along with FE based system equations of motion. 
A detailed critical speed design sensitivity an- 
alysis is carried out for an APU (auxiliary power 
unit) turbogenerator with a spline shaft connec- 
tion. The effects of the spline shaft connection on 
the rotordynamic characteristics of the APU sys- 
tem are investigated. 

2. D D M  Des ien  Sensit ivi ty  
Formulat ion 

Generalized FE homogeneous equations of  
motion of rotor-bearing systems (Lee's, 2001) are 
expressed in the state-space form by 

[ A ] { X } + [ B ] { X } = { O }  (I) 

where [A] L[M] [C] J' [0] 
j'{ q2}} } {q,}={q} 

{ x }  L{q, with {q2}={0}  

For i-th eigenvalue and eigenvector of Eq. (1), 
the eigenvalue problem and eigenvector orthogo- 
nality relationship are referring to Murthy and 
Haftka (1988), given by 

(Ai[A] +[B]){ y }i={ O }e (2) 

{ 37 } r [A ] {  y },=Re (3) 

where Re is a system modal norm and { 37 }i is a 
complex conjugate of eigenvector { y }i. For an 
eigenvalue design sensitivity analysis, a general 
response function, which consists of eigenvalues, 
eigenvectors, and design variables, may be ex- 
pressed by 

~o=p(A,, { y },, b) (4) 

where b is a design variable and/I ,  and { y }, are 
implicit with respect to b. From Eq. (4), a total 
design derivative of the response function is 
obtained, using the variational principle (Arora 
and Cardoso, 1992) 

~q)__~O ~_( ag~d,~i4_ { ~o ~rd (y } ,  
db 3b " \ ~ ] d b - - \ a { y } f ~ /  ~ (5) 

In Eq. (5), dA,/db and d{ y }Jdb are the design 
derivatives (or synonymously, sensitivities) of the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors to be sought. Taking 
direct derivatives of Eqs. (2) and (3) with respect 
to b, with the help of Eq. (5), gives 

(/1, [A]  + [B])  @ +  [A]  { y }i 
dfl, 
db 6£ U (6) 

/ .  a[A] + a[B] \, 

_ , ~ a [ A ]  , {9}r [A]  d{y} '  I { 37 h ~ b ~ 4  y }, (7) 
db 2 

Equations (6) and (7) are written in the matrix 

form by 

[(;ti[A]+[e]) [A]{y}i {d~ }~i 
{37 }r[A] 0 ~ ] 

(8) {, aEA] +aEB] ~, ] 
= - \ A , ~  T / I y } ,  

l _,~a[A], 

[o] aiM] 
a[A] ab 

where - - =  
ab O[M] a[C] ' 

ab Ob 

aIM] [o ]  
a[B] = ab 

a[K] ab [o] ab 

Finally, the design derivatives of the eigenvalue 
and eigenvector are obtained by solving Eq. (8). 
Here, a design sensitivity of whirl natural fre- 
quency is predicted from an imaginary part of a 
design derivative of the eigenvalue. For an abso- 
lute comparison of contributions between various 
design variables with different magnitudes and 
dimensions, the following change rate of response 
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func t ion  to a design var iab le  is in t roduced  

dcp × A b  
db Change rate × 100(%) (9) ~p 

3. APU and Modeling 

Figure  1 (a) shows  a schemat ic  of  100 k W  A P U  

t u r b o g e n e r a t o r  des igned for a rated speed of  60, 

0 0 0 r p m .  The  A P U  is composed  of  two main  

subsystems,  a genera to r  in the left and  a gas 

t u rb ine  in the right.  Power  f rom the gas tu rb ine  is 

t ransferred  to the genera to r  t h r o u g h  a spl ine  shaft. 

The  genera to r  is suppor ted  by two air  foil 

bear ings ,  whi le  a b lower  suppl ies  cool ing  air  and  

a thrus t  co l la r  t ransfers  axial  load to a thrus t  air  

foil bear ing.  The  gas t u r b i ne  ro tor  consis ts  largely 

of  a shaft  and  a radia l  t u rb ine  and  compressor  

and  is suppor ted  by a bal l  bear ing  in the left and  

a rol ler  bea r ing  in the right.  The  stiffness and  

d a m p i n g  of  its two ro l l ing  bear ings  are deter-  

mined by thei r  f lexible suppor ts ,  i.e., a squirre l  

cage for the ball  bear ing  and  an Al l i son  r ing for 

the rol ler  bear ing.  F igure  I (b) shows the A P U ' s  

F E  model  with  the circles represent ing  lumped  

inert ias such as var ious  d i sks /whee l s  and  the 

t r iangles  represent ing  the tbur  ma in  radial  

bear ings  and  two connec t ion  poin ts  be tween the 

spl ine shaft  and  each ro tor  shaft. The  generator ,  

spline,  and  gas t u rb ine  shafts  are mode led  as 16, 

9, and  23 shaft  elements,  respectively. Tab le  1 

summar izes  lumped  disk inertias,  shaft  mater ia l  

propert ies ,  and  bear ing  coefficients for the A P U  

model.  

Table l Lumped disk inertias, shaft material properties, and bearing coefficients for the APU rotor-bearing 
system FE model 

Lumped disk inertia 

m Ip I, 

(kg) (kg-m 3) (kg.m 3) 

DI 0.168 8.090 × 10 -5 4.296 × 10 -5 

D2 

D3 

0.378 

0.010 

D4 0.017 

D5 0.162 

D6 0.038 

D7 0.128 

D8 

D9 

DI0 

0.372 

0.019 

0.033 

4.973 × 10 -4 

1.285 × 10 -6 

8.938 × 10 -r 

4.450× 10 -5 

2.498 × 10 -4 

6.557 × 10 z 

9.750× 10 7 

5.926 × 10 -5 

Shaft Material property 

E = 2 . 0 ×  10" N / m  2 
p=8,100  kg/m s 

Bearing or support coefficients 

K = K x x = K w  (N/m)  

1.214× 10 -s 9.501 × 10 -6 LHS RHS 

9.171 × 10 -s 9.501 × 10 -s 

2.700 × 10 -3 1.484 × 10 -3 

2.757 × 10 -6 

4.578 × 10 -6 

5.435 × 10 -6 

8.874 × 10 -n 

5.313 × 10 -3 

Generator  
rotor 

Spline shaft 

DI I 2.658 3.037 × 10 -3 
Gas turbine 

DI2 0.076 2.830 × 10 -5 1.668 × 10 -s 

3.0×106 

l . O × l ~  

5.03< 106 

3.0× I0 ~ 

1.0× 108 

5.0 × I07 

Genera to r  Gas Turb ine  

Thrust CompressOr ,~ p . T u ~ i n e  
Collar Rotor Sgfine ~Y/( t ~'. '1 

Sffaft "- Blower ~ j , t~,__,~ ,~nali i ~ .  ~ ~ L _ ~ : _ _ _ ~  

(a) 

Fig. 1 

(b) 
(a) Layout of the APU rotor system (b) FE model of the APU rotor 
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4.  R e s u l t s  a n d  D i s c u s s i o n s  

For a systematic and quantitative analysis of 
spline shaft effects on the critical speeds of the 
APU system, a critical speed design sensitivity 
analysis has been carried out, taking as design 
variables all the bearing stiffnesses (including the 
bearing model stiffness coefficient of I × 10 s N / m  

of the spline connection points) and all the shaft 
element lengths. For an absolute comparative 
evaluation of  each design variable's contribution, 
a 10°/6o increase of each design variable has been 
considered. 

The first four passing critical speeds below the 

1o 
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rated speed are 7,572, 8,065, 11,487, and 33,938 

rpm. Figure 2 shows the rate of change of the 

critical speed on each bearing stiffness variation 

where GE represents the generator, SP the spline 

shaft, GT the gas turbine, LB the LHS bearing, 

and RB the RHS bearing. The rate of change of 

the critical speed on variations in the generator 

and gas turbine bearing stiffness are all less than 

4,%o. Hence, the stability of the critical speeds is 

assured even if the stiffness of the four main 

support bearings deviates from their design values. 

It is also noticed that the 1st and 3rd critical 

speeds are attributed to the generator and that the 

2nd and 4th critical speeds are attributed to the 

gas turbine. Particularly, the rate of change of the 

critical speed to varying bearing model stiffness of 

the spline shaft connection points is confirmed to 

be quite negligible, and hence their modeling 

uncertainty is not a critical issue. 

Figure 3 shows the rate of change of the critical 

speed to variations in shaft element lengths. It is 

clearly observed again that the Ist and 3rd critical 

speeds are attributed to the generator and that the 

2nd and 4th critical speeds are attributed to the 

gas turbine. Particularly, it is quantitatively con- 

firmed that the spline shaft does have some 

influence on the 4th critical speed but little 

influence on the other 1st to 3rd critical speeds. 

On the other hand, by modeling the spline shaft 

connection points as pivots, the first four critical 

speeds are predicted to be 

and 33,989 rpm. They are 

those obtained by modeling 

nection points as bearings, 

7,571, 8,065, II,516, 

almost identical to 

the spline shaft con- 

as can be expected 

from the previons sensitivity analysis results. The 

corresponding mode shapes are shown in Fig. 4. 

It is observed that the Ist and 3rd modes are rigid 

body modes of the generator, the 2nd mode is a 

rigid body mode of the gas turbine, and the 4th 

mode is a flexible mode of the gas turbine. It is 

also seen that the spline shaft are almost straight 

tbr the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd modes, and hence does 

not influence the 1st to 3rd critical speeds. 

Whereas the spline shaft does bend a little at the 

4th mode, and thereby it eventually constrains the 

gas turbine to some extent to influence the 4th 

critical speed. All the above findings are in good 

agreement with the sensitivity analysis results. 

Table 2 summarizes the critical speeds obtained 

for separate models of the generator and the gas 

turbine and for the model of the entire APU 

assembly with the spline connection points mo- 

deled as pivots or bearings. For separate inde- 

pendent models, each share of the spline shaft 

Rotating speed (rpm) =7571.48 
Whirl natural freq. (rpm)=7571.48 

(a) 1st critical mode 
Rotating speed (rpm) =11516.2 

Whirl natural freq. (rpm)=11516.2 

i , 

(c) 3rd critical mode 

Fi~,. 4 

Rotating speed (rpm) =8064.97 

Whirl natural freq. (rpm)=8064.97 

f 

--[ 
i ,  

(b) 2nd critical mode 
Rotating speed (rpm)=33988.6 
Whirl natural freq. (rpm)=33988.6 

r i 

(d) 4th critical mode 
Critical mode shane of the entire API] rntnr-hearino tvqtem "ddith ~l nivnr cnlin~ ¢~nnn~c'tlnn me, rill 
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Table 2 Critical speeds for different system modelings 

Critical speed for separate independent 
rotor-bearing systems 

(rpm) 

Gas Turbin 

7,550(1B) 

7,533(1F) 

6,522(IB) 6,574(IB) 

Critical speed for entire connected 
APU rotor-bearing systems 

(rpm) 

Spline Connection 
---, Bearing model 

7,568 (2B) 

7,572(IF) 

33,006 (4B) 

Spline Connection 
Pivot model 

6,574(1B) 

7,567 (2B) 

7,571 (IF) 

7,968 (1 F) 8,065 (2F) 8,065 (2F) 
10,814 (2B) 10,874 (3B) 10,902 (3B) 

11,407 (2F) 11,487 (3F) 11,516 (3F) 

28,732(2B) 33,048 (4B) 

29,002(2F) 
43,928 (3B) 

x 1(:14 

33,938 (4F) 33,989 (4F) 

44,837 (5B) 44,864 (5B) 

48,941 (3B) 48,946 (6B) 48,954 (6B) 
85,727 (4B) 85,727 (7B) 85,729 (7B) 

(note) B : Backward critical speed, F : Forward critical speed 

101 

ii 

62 

Fig. 5 

/ , , /  
/ 

/ /  

/ 

2 4 6 8 10 
Rotating speed(rpm) x lO 4 

Campbell diagram of the entire APU rotor- 
bearing system with a pivot spline connection 
model 

mass has been lumped and added to the corre- 

sponding generator and gas turbine shaft posi- 

tions. The critical speeds of the entire APU 

system are practically identical to the correspon- 
ding ones of  the separate independent systems 

except for the 4th critical speed. The 4th critical 

speed of the entire APU is about 14% higher than 
the corresponding one of the gas turbine (33,938 

rpm to 29,002 rpm). Figure 5 shows the Campbell  

diagram of the entire APU rotor system with the 

pivot spline connection model. It is noticed that 

the APU system achieves a critical speed separa- 

tion margin of more than 40% from the rated 

speed. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, an eigenvalue design sensitivity 

formulation of a general nonsymmetric-matrix 

rotor-bearing system has been devised by using 

the DDM. The formulation has been successfully 

implemented for the critical speed design sensi- 

tivity analysis of an APU turbogenerator with a 

spline shaft connection. 

Results have shown that the rate of change of 
the critical speed to variations in the bearing 

model stiffness of the spline shaft connection 

points is extremely negligible, and hence their 

modeling uncertainty is not a critical issue. It also 

has been shown that the critical speeds up to the 
4th critical speed are not sensitive to the stiffness 

coefficients of the four main bearings or supports. 
Further, the rate of change of the critical speed to 

variations in the shaft element lengths has shown 

quantitatively that the spline shaft has limited 
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influence on the 4th critical speed but not on the 

other 1st to 3rd critical speeds. It is concluded 

that the APU system considered here achieves a 

separation margin of more than 40,%o from the 

rated speed without any adverse effect from the 

spline shaft. 
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